
agement where appropriate, including integrat-

ing ESG metrics into performance measures, per-

formance goals, and vesting conditions. A

number of factors have led to the increased use

of ESG metrics in incentive compensation plans.

These include stakeholder activism (as discussed

above) and the repeal of the performance-based

exception to Section 162(m) of the tax code. The

change to Section 162(m) provides companies

with greater latitude to include qualitative (or

subjective) performance metrics in their incen-

tive compensation programs.

Shearman & Sterling’s soon to be released 18th

annual survey of the Top 100 U.S. Companies

(based on revenue and market cap) reveals that

36% of surveyed companies incorporate ESG

metrics into their executive compensation

program. Approximately 80% of these companies

include these metrics in their annual, as opposed

to long-term, incentive plans. This reflects the

long-held view that long-term plans should focus

on financial and stock-return metrics, as opposed

to operational metrics. For all but two of the

companies, diversity was included among the

ESG metrics, while energy companies also typi-

cally included environmental and safety metrics.

ESG metrics are typically factored into a

holistic qualitative review of individual perfor-

mance, which typically constitutes between 15%

and 30% of the total bonus opportunity. Ap-

proximately 20% of surveyed companies set

forth a specific weighting related to ESG, usually

about 10%. These qualitative measures should be

included among the performance measures used

on performance evaluations and scorecards,

many of which already include governance

issues. A common design question for companies

incorporating ESG metrics is whether to measure

success against internal targets, or targets set by

third parties, such as SASB.

Conclusion

The ESG landscape is evolving rapidly. While

it is still too early to know what impact “stake-

holder capitalism” will ultimately have on corpo-

rate decision making, it is clear that ESG factors

now represent important risk and value compo-

nents in M&A transactions. Until there is greater

transparency of ESG reporting and more unified

measurement frameworks, M&A practitioners

should take particular care in understanding and

addressing ESG risk in transactions and compa-

nies should ensure that the existing ESG frame-

work is well integrated into their M&A strategy

and execution.

ENDNOTES:

1The IFC Performance Standards are avail-
able on the IFC website at https://www.ifc.org/w
ps/wcm/connect/Topics_Ext_Content/IFC_Exter
nal_Corporate_Site/Sustainability-At-IFC/Polici
es-Standards/Performance-Standards.
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released the final version of their Vertical Merger

Guidelines in late June, the first revision in more

than 35 years. The Guidelines outline the type of

competitive harm that can result from vertical

transactions and describe how the agencies will

evaluate them. For the most part, and consistent

with our experience, the final Guidelines reflect

how the agencies analyze the relatively small

number of transactions that raise vertical antitrust

issues. Among other things, the Guidelines ac-

knowledge that “vertical mergers often benefit

consumers” but caution that such transactions

“are not invariably innocuous.” Nonetheless,

their release and the inclusion of concepts dis-

cussed below contribute to the recent agency

focus on vertical merger enforcement.

What Are the Guidelines and Do They
Matter?

The Guidelines outline the principal economic

and legal analysis that the DOJ and FTC apply to

their review of certain “non-horizontal” M&A

transactions. The U.S. antitrust agencies first is-

sued merger guidelines in 1968 related to their

review of transactions involving competitors (the

“Horizontal Merger Guidelines”). The Horizon-

tal Merger Guidelines, updated several times

since, have long served as a guidepost not only

for the antitrust agencies, but also for courts,

private practitioners, and business to evaluate and

analyze the risk of anticompetitive harm follow-

ing the combination of competing businesses.

The DOJ last released merger guidelines for non-

horizontal transactions in 1984 and thus they

have long needed a refresh, a fact that agency

leadership has acknowledged.1

Although vertical mergers comprised about

5% of agency merger enforcement over the last

25 years,2 they have received increased attention

in recent years. In 2017, the DOJ unsuccessfully

attempted to block AT&T’s acquisition of Time

Warner, Inc., and senior DOJ and FTC officials

have identified vertical mergers as an enforce-

ment priority. For example, in a September 2019

speech, FTC Chairman Joseph Simons cautioned

that “anticompetitive vertical mergers are not

unicorns, and there should not be a presumption

that all vertical mergers are benign.”3 Chairman

Simons further cautioned that anticompetitive

vertical mergers “may not arise every day” but

“are common enough that we need to pay careful

attention to look for and challenge them.”

The Guidelines—despite being just that, guide-

lines and not definitive legal boundaries—matter

because they reflect current agency practice. As

such, and despite the fact that they will never

answer every question, they should serve as a

much-improved roadmap for practitioners and

companies to understand which non-horizontal

transactions are likely to cause antitrust risk.

What Types of Transactions Do the
Guidelines Cover?

The main focus of the Guidelines is “vertical”

mergers. Vertical mergers combine two or more

companies operating at different levels of the

same supply chain. A classic supply chain in-

cludes an input (or raw materials) supplier,

manufacturer, distributor, and retailer. A vertical

merger would involve, for example, a manufac-

turer of Bluetooth chips that merges with a manu-

facturer of wireless headphones. The stage of the

supply chain closer to the ultimate consumer is

“downstream” while the stage furthest from the

consumer is “upstream.” In the preceding ex-

ample, the Bluetooth chip manufacturer is up-

stream while the headphone manufacturer is

downstream.
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While the draft Guidelines released for public

comment in January covered only vertical merg-

ers,4 the final Guidelines also include comple-

mentary and diagonal transactions. Products are

complements if they are not inputs to each other,

their demand rises and falls together, and a price

increase of one product decreases the demand for

the other product. For example, if the price of

electric-car batteries increases, car manufactur-

ers might purchase fewer electric motors too. Di-

agonal mergers combine an input supplier and a

downstream rival of the input supplier that does

not use the input; for example, a manufacturer of

gasoline-powered cars acquires a manufacturer

of electric-car batteries. The inclusion of comple-

ment and diagonal theories could have wide rang-

ing consequences, but the impact depends on the

willingness of the agencies to depart from their

historical enforcement restraint in these areas.

Which Vertical Mergers Are Likely to Be
Found Anticompetitive?

Although the Guidelines do not offer bright-

line rules to distinguish anticompetitive and

procompetitive (or at least competitively benign)

vertical mergers, they summarize the types of

harm that the agencies consider when making

enforcement decisions: foreclosure, raising ri-

vals’ costs, access to competitively sensitive in-

formation, and increased risk of marketplace

coordination.

E Foreclosure occurs if a vertically-merged

company refuses to supply an input to com-

petitors in a downstream market, those

competitors cannot find alternative suppli-

ers, and, as a result, there is less down-

stream competition. For example, a manu-

facturer of wireless headphones that

acquires the only manufacturer of Bluetooth

chips might have the incentive and ability

to stop supplying Bluetooth chips to com-

peting headphone manufacturers. Competi-

tors of the headphone division may struggle

to compete without Bluetooth chips.

E Even if the merged Bluetooth/headphone

company continues to sell Bluetooth chips,

it may have the incentive to raise rivals’

costs by selling chips at a higher price or

decreasing the quality of products or ser-

vices sold to headphone competitors.

E Without proper controls in place, the

merged Bluetooth/headphone company

might use competitively-sensitive informa-

tion received from Bluetooth sales to head-

phone competitors to advantage its head-

phone division.

E A vertical merger might increase the likeli-

hood of industry coordination because a

vertically-merged company has informa-

tion about its rivals’ products and sales or

because it eliminates or reduces competi-

tion from a maverick company that benefits

consumers.

Do the Guidelines Identify Any Other
Ways that a Vertical Merger Can Harm
Competition?

Yes. While we described the main theories of

harm above, the Guidelines include a number of

other hypotheticals that are “flavors” of those

theories.5

E Two-Level Entry. According to the Guide-

lines, a vertical merger could harm compe-

tition if it makes entry less likely by forcing

potential entrants to enter both upstream

and downstream markets to succeed. The
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Guidelines describe the example of a sole

supplier (“A”) of an off-patent pharmaceu-

tical ingredient that merges with the sole

downstream manufacturer (“B”). In the

example, a new downstream manufacturer

(“C”) was poised to enter, supplied by A.

The Guidelines state that the merger could

make C’s entry more costly and riskier if it

also has to enter the upstream business

because the merged company no longer has

an incentive to sponsor C’s entry.

E Customer Foreclosure. The merged com-

pany may have the incentive and ability to

cut off access to the downstream market

such that competitors of the merged compa-

ny’s upstream division would no longer

find it profitable to continue to supply an

input. There are, however, very few ex-

amples of agency enforcement actions that

allege a customer foreclosure theory of

harm. Using the example of the Bluetooth

chip/headphone merger above, if the

merged company self-supplies 100% of its

Bluetooth chip requirements, Bluetooth

rivals might exit the market if there are few

other outlets for their products. In turn, if

Bluetooth rivals exit, the upstream division

could increase the price of chips sold to

rival headphone manufacturers, and ulti-

mately consumers.

E Raising Rivals’ Costs of Distribution. The

Guidelines state that a merger between a

manufacturer and distributor could harm

competition if the merged company has the

incentive and ability to raise resale prices

for rival brands even though the competing

manufacturers may respond to the merged

company’s incentives by setting lower, not

higher, wholesale prices. In the Guidelines’

example, the distributor has a “strong posi-

tion” in a region based on “superior support

and developing close customer relation-

ships,” and customers consider other dis-

tributors to be “inadequate substitutes for

the merged firm’s distribution.”

E Complements. As noted above, products

are complements if they are not inputs to

each other, their demand rises and falls

together, and a price increase of one prod-

uct decreases the demand for the other

product. The agencies may investigate

whether a merged company can disadvan-

tage rivals by increasing the price or de-

creasing the quality of a complementary

product to customers that do not buy both.

E Diagonal Mergers. Also as described

above, diagonal mergers combine an input

supplier and a downstream rival of the input

supplier that does not use the input; for

example, a manufacturer of gasoline-

powered cars acquires a manufacturer of

electric-car batteries. The agencies may

investigate whether the transaction reduces

competition if the acquired technology (bat-

teries) is incompatible with the buyer’s

products (cars), and redesigning the buyer’s

products to incorporate the technology

would neither lower costs nor improve

quality.

So Bottom Line: Which Market Factors
Should I Be On the Lookout For?

Picking up on our hypothetical merger of

Bluetooth chip and wireless headphone manufac-

turers, the following are important although none

is dispositive:6
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E The downstream market for wireless head-

phone manufacturing, the upstream market

for Bluetooth chip manufacturing, or both

have very few credible competitors.

E The merged Bluetooth/headphone manu-

facturer will have a high share in the up-

stream Bluetooth market, the downstream

headphone market, or both. High share

typically means more than 50%.7

E The benefits from foreclosure (and gained

sales in headphones) outweigh lost sales in

another product (Bluetooth chips), which

will naturally depend on product margins,

among other facts.

E The merging Bluetooth chip manufacturer

is a critical supplier to the headphone manu-

facturer’s competitors, or the merging head-

phone manufacturer is a critical buyer of

Bluetooth chips from its upstream divi-

sion’s competitors, either of whom are

likely to complain to the agency.

E It would be costly or time consuming for

competing headphone manufacturers to

substitute away from the merged compa-

ny’s Bluetooth chips, or for competing

Bluetooth chip manufacturers to find alter-

native outlets for their products.

E There are few competing headphone manu-

facturers and after the merger, the merged

company is not likely to sell Bluetooth

chips to a new entrant.

E Bluetooth chips and headphones are ho-

mogenous products for which there are few

competitors, prices and output are transpar-

ent, and/or the upstream Bluetooth division

supplies competing headphone manufactur-

ers, and/or the downstream headphone divi-

sion buys from competing Bluetooth

suppliers.

E The company has foreclosed competition

or raised its rivals’ costs after past vertical

mergers in similar markets.

E The premium wireless headphone company

acquires the Bluetooth chip manufacturer,

whose products are used only in low-end

wireless headphones. Incorporation of the

Bluetooth chips into low-end headphones

has intensified competition with premium

headphones, and the acquisition would nei-

ther expand nor improve the functionality

of the acquiring company’s headphones.

E The Bluetooth chip manufacturer has high

share, acquires a company that sells

complementary software for optimizing

headphone connectivity and audio, and has

the incentive and ability to raise the price

of the software to headphone manufactur-

ers that do not buy both products.

How Do You Defend a Vertical Merger?

As we noted at the outset, most vertical merg-

ers are procompetitive, and as you would there-

fore expect, they make up a small proportion of

DOJ and FTC enforcement actions. And even the

agency guidelines acknowledge that “vertical

mergers often benefit consumers.” However,

when the DOJ or FTC do investigate your deal,

demonstrating that the merged company will

have neither the ability nor the incentive to fore-

close rivals or raise their costs will continue to be

key to a successful defense. Evaluating the net

effect of potential harms and benefits can involve

a deep dive into company documents and data

and economic modeling.
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Competitive markets for the upstream product

can mean that rivals will be able to step in and

take customers if the merged company chooses

to cut off its competitors. If the merged compa-

ny’s own demand for the input represents a small

portion of that company’s sales of the input, then

the merged company will lack incentives to fore-

close because it will stand to lose more revenue

by cutting back supply than it could hope to make

up through increased sales of the downstream

product. Demonstrating that the merged compa-

ny’s economic incentives will be to continue to

sell products to its competitors, and that it stands

to lose by cutting off rivals or increasing prices,

also might be key to a successful defense.

The Guidelines also outline how vertical merg-

ers can be procompetitive, for example by:

streamlining production, inventory management,

and distribution; facilitating creation of new

products; and resulting in cost savings. In addi-

tion, there is much economic literature recogniz-

ing that vertical mergers can lead to procompeti-

tive benefits in the form of greater efficiency and

cost savings to the merged companies that can

benefit consumers, a fact the DOJ acknowledged

in its challenge to the AT&T/Time Warner

combination. Parties to a deal where an investiga-

tion is likely should study and document these

benefits in their strategic plans.

Elimination of “double marginalization”

(“EDM”) plays a prominent role in the Guide-

lines and should be a central part of most vertical

merger defense strategies. Double marginaliza-

tion refers to the margins that each company in a

supply chain earns when making a sale. A verti-

cal merger can lower the merged company’s costs

if it self-supplies the input, eliminating the mar-

gin that the formerly independent supplier

charged before the deal. It is important to remem-

ber that both DOJ and FTC have staff economists

that make recommendations to agency leaders,

independent of the legal staff recommendation,

about whether to recommend a challenge to a

merger. In vertical mergers, the economic analy-

sis, and in particular the EDM analysis, plays an

outsized role in the agencies’ final challenge

decision.

If your deal has multiple global antitrust fil-

ings, it is also important to develop a comprehen-

sive strategy to ensure that you are not making

inconsistent arguments to the various antitrust

agencies. Each agency will conduct its own

investigation, but they coordinate on evidence,

arguments, and remedies. Antitrust authorities

outside the U.S., including in Europe and China,

have been more likely to investigate and seek a

remedy in vertical mergers compared to their

U.S. counterparts.8

Do the Guidelines Address Remedies in
Vertical Mergers?

No.9 Remedies in non-horizontal transactions

can either be “structural,” typically meaning a

divestiture of some kind, or “behavioral,” mean-

ing requiring the merged company to take certain

actions or refrain from conduct.10 Both the DOJ

and FTC have a “strong preference” for structural

divestitures to cure anticompetitive harm in

mergers.11 Absent unique circumstances, neither

the DOJ nor FTC in the current administration

are likely to consider seriously a standalone

behavioral remedy.12 On average, about 85% of

all FTC settlements involve structural relief, but

just 4% of FTC settlements involved vertical

mergers.13 The FTC’s 2017 remedy study re-

ported that all four of its vertical merger settle-
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ments in the study period (2006-2012) involved

behavioral rather than structural relief.

Although both DOJ and FTC say they strongly

prefer structural remedies—even in vertical

cases—both agencies have said they will consider

tailored behavioral remedies to cure vertical

mergers in very limited cases.14 For example,

DOJ will consider a behavioral settlement when

a vertical transaction generates substantial ef-

ficiencies that cannot be achieved without the

merger (or through divestiture), and if the rem-

edy will “completely cure” the anticompetitive

harm.15 For example, a firewall between a

vertically-merged company and the information

its upstream or downstream division receives

from rivals that are customers or suppliers should,

in many cases, cure the risk of improper informa-

tion sharing and/or coordinated effects.

Practical Dealmaking Suggestions

Risk Allocation: Leave Adequate Time in
the Transaction Agreement

Few vertical mergers merit long antitrust

reviews. Although averages suggest that vertical

merger reviews last longer than horizontal merger

reviews, there is probably not enough data to

conclude that is really the case. Factors that con-

tribute to the length of vertical merger reviews

include the complexity of the economic data and

analysis, the fact that vertical mergers necessar-

ily involve at least two markets, and, in global

deals, parallel reviews by foreign antitrust

agencies.

Moreover, in vertical mergers that necessitate

a settlement, you can expect the DOJ or FTC to

spend more time vetting any remedy if it is not a

structural divestiture.16 The agencies will take

extra time to craft settlement language and vet

the remedy with potentially aggrieved custom-

ers, competitors, or suppliers, to ensure that the

remedy cures the harm and does not include any

loopholes.

Risk Allocation: Efforts to Complete the
Deal

The fact is that the agencies investigate and

challenge very few vertical deals. The Guidelines

do not materially alter the risk analysis for most

deals. Those that are challenged tend to involve

shares that exceed 50% or obvious information

sharing risk. And while the agencies have become

more stingy with behavioral remedies, they

remain a viable alternative to solving limited

competition concerns in certain vertical deals.

Sellers want deal certainty and therefore want

the buyer to commit to any and all structural or

behavioral remedies necessary to obtain agency

clearances. While a buyer might be willing to

commit to certain remedies, it will not want to

agree to any remedy that materially impacts the

strategic or financial value of the deal. For ex-

ample, there may not be a viable structural rem-

edy if the target sells just a single product, mul-

tiple products are produced in a single facility via

a single business unit, or if distinct products are

difficult, if not impossible, to disentangle in a rea-

sonable time period (e.g., some software). Per-

haps more important, a structural divestiture is

likely to eliminate the very benefits of vertical

integration—e.g., streamlined production, im-

proved distribution, network optimization, prod-

uct integration—that motivated the deal in the

first instance.

To protect the value of the deal, buyers some-

times agree to prescribed or capped remedies, for

example, limited to or excluding certain assets or
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products, or capped by revenue, EBITDA, profits,

synergy value, or a less precise measure such as a

material adverse effect or a burdensome

condition. When the buyer and seller cannot

reach agreement on the remedy obligation, they

sometimes resolve the issue through a reverse

termination fee in which the buyer pays the seller

a fee if the deal does not close for antitrust (or

sometimes other) reasons.

Spend Time Carefully Thinking Through
Remedies for the Transaction Agreement

In the event your vertical deal meets the “high

standard” for a behavioral remedy,17 it is worth

thinking through what behavioral commitments,

if any, the company might be willing to make to

resolve an investigation. Some behavioral reme-

dies such as firewalls may be low burden and

unlikely to affect the company’s bottom line or

deal economics. However, other remedies such

as access requirements, cooperation obligations,

forced arbitration, or long-term supply agree-

ments may be less palatable from a business

perspective.

Consider Preempting Concerns

The easiest vertical issue for the agencies to

spot and for the parties to cure is the risk of

improper information flow. You should consider

preemptive adoption of firewalls or other restric-

tions related to competitor information if the

merged company’s upstream or downstream divi-

sion sells to or buys from competitors. You may

be able to shorten or avoid all together a pro-

tracted investigation or remedy if you can show

the company has seriously considered and imple-

mented proper safeguards. Competing suppliers

or customers that deal with the upstream or

downstream division might demand it anyhow,

and it may help you avert a complaint to the

agency.

Merging parties also should consider how to

resolve the concerns, if any, of complaining

customers or competitors (in vertical deals, they

might be one and the same) to avert an agency

challenge. Depending on the complaint, ex-

amples include extending existing contracts or

prices, agreeing to long-term supply, guarantee-

ing access to certain products or technology, or

setting minimum quality standards, among other

things. Although the agencies are skeptical of

private agreements, they can be effective because

the DOJ and the FTC rarely litigate a merger case

without witnesses (usually customers or competi-

tors) to testify about competitive harm that could

occur in the marketplace.18 Of course, the busi-

ness will need to weigh the impact of a private

agreement on the deal value, as well as the fact

that it may unfairly advantage the competition.
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This year’s market volatility and low valua-

tions for some companies has increased interest

from potential acquirers on minority “toehold”

acquisition strategies. In our experience, toehold

acquisitions raise a number of challenges and

limited advantages, making it a rare fit for most

transactions. However, for those potential acquir-

ers who wish to explore such an option, we

discuss some of the key considerations and regu-

latory framework in deciding whether to take a

toehold.

U.S. Regulatory Scheme

The key U.S. regulatory schemes relevant to

toehold acquisitions contribute significantly to

defining the advantages and disadvantages of the

strategy. In general, the larger the stake that a

potential acquirer can accumulate before disclo-

sure, the greater the benefit of the strategy, but

U.S. beneficial ownership disclosure, antitrust,

and certain antitakeover and regulatory require-

ments effectively cap undisclosed toeholds at

lower levels, as we highlight below.

Section 13 Beneficial Ownership
Disclosure Requirements under the
Securities Exchange Act of 1934 (the
“Exchange Act”)

Schedule 13D. U.S. securities laws require,

for acquirers with a control intent, disclosure on

a Schedule 13D of beneficial ownership of 5% or

more of a public company’s voting securities

within 10 days of crossing that threshold. A

potential acquirer may purchase as much stock as

possible within the 10-day period (subject to

other regulatory considerations such as the Hart-

Scott-Rodino Antitrust Improvements Act of

1976 (the “HSR Act”) and state antitakeover laws

discussed below). Once subject to 13D disclosure

requirements, material changes in the acquirer’s

position (including changes of 1% or more in the

position) must be disclosed promptly in an

amendment to the Schedule 13D. Derivative

positions will typically need to be disclosed on a

Schedule 13D, but are counted for purposes of

determining initial beneficial ownership only if

the derivative gives the holder the right to acquire

beneficial ownership of the company’s stock

within 60 days.

Form 13F. If the potential acquirer is an

institutional investment manager (including

private equity and hedge funds) with assets under

management of over $100 million, then the

toehold position may also need to be disclosed

on Form 13F. A qualifying investment manager
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